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Abstract: In environments like coal mines and oil wells, electrical equipment carries the risk of disas-
ters such as underground fires and methane gas explosions. However, communication equipment is
essential for work. Our team has developed a long-range (approximately 25 km) audio transmission
system that operates without the need for terminal power sources, thereby eliminating the risk
of electrical sparks. This system leverages the reliability of optical fiber and employs a 1550 nm
laser for analog audio transmission. After traveling through 25 km of optical fiber, the signal is
converted back into electrical energy using a custom-designed Laser Power Converter (LPC). The
optical fiber’s carrying capacity imposes limits on the light signal intensity, which, in turn, affects
the signal transmission distance. To enable long-distance transmission, we have carefully chosen the
optical wavelength with minimal loss. We observed that different LPC structures operating within
the same wavelength band have an impact on the audio quality at the terminal. By comparing their
characteristics, we have identified the key factors influencing audio output. The optimal LPC allows
audio transmission over 25 km, with an output exceeding 12 mVrms.

Keywords: optical fiber audio transmission; Laser Power Converter (LPC); long-distance transmission

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Contents

With the rapid development of the communication industry, the demand for communi-
cation services is increasing day by day. The traditional communication link layout mostly
relies on copper wire transmission, which is convenient and fast [1]. However, due to the
high risk of electrical sparks in the link, such communication equipment cannot be applied
in industrial areas such as coal mines and oil wells. Based on this, we propose an effective
analog audio signal and energy co-transmission scheme, which can be effectively applied
in such scenarios [2–4]. This system’s sensing part uses a fiber-optic power supply system
composed of a laser, fiber, and photovoltaic cell, with excellent features such as compact
structure, high-temperature resistance, being passive and metal-free, and resistance to
electromagnetic interference.

Preparation techniques suitable for LPCs (Laser Power Converters) operating at differ-
ent wavelengths have been developed across various fields, with significant applications
in industries such as the National Grid, military communications, and healthcare [5–7]. It
has been well applied in fields such as the National Grid, military communications, and
medical industries [8]. The photovoltaic effect, discovered by Alexandre-Edmond Bec-
querel in 1839, marked the emergence of photovoltaic devices. Notably, in 2002, F. Steinsiek
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from Germany engineered a GaInP LPC that achieved a photovoltaic conversion efficiency
of 20.0% [9]. In 2005, T.C. Wu developed a GaAs LPC with a photovoltaic conversion
efficiency exceeding 40.0% under an incident power of 4 W [10]. In 2018, V.P. Khvostikov
and colleagues from Russia’s Yoffe Institute fabricated an AlGaAs single-junction LPC
with a 10.2 mm light-receiving area, designed for 808 nm laser conditions, and achieved
a remarkable conversion efficiency of 58.3% [11]. Fast-forwarding to 2019, researchers
from the Chinese Academy of Sciences unveiled a GaAs gradient-doped small-area LPC
with a conversion efficiency of 55.1% [12]. Regarding signal transmission through photo-
voltaic components, Pilling and others conducted pioneering research in 1994, developing
a low-energy photovoltaic current transformer for current testing systems. This enabled
long-distance information transmission over several kilometers via optical fiber, from the
laser transmitter to the receiver [13]. In 2015, Zhang Shuyu’s team achieved a milestone
by developing a synchronous energy-harvesting photovoltaic panel receiver for visible
light communication (VLC), introducing organic solar cells for energy collection for the
first time [14]. The same year saw Wang Zixiong’s team propose an innovative design
method for an optical wireless communication (OWC) receiver, incorporating solar panels
as photodetectors [15]. In 2016, Sang-Kook Han introduced a self-biased solar panel light
receiver, facilitating simultaneous visible light communication and energy harvesting [16].
In 2021, S. Fafard and D. P. Masson introduced a novel multi-junction design for LPCs based
on vertical epitaxial heterostructure architecture (VEHSA), resulting in higher electrical
power generation and compatibility with various laser wavelengths [17]. In that same
year, S. Fafard, D. Masson, J. G. Werthen, and others explained how Broadcom’s VEHSA
multi-junction OPCs achieved power outputs exceeding 20 W [18]. In 2022, D. P. Masson de-
signed an InP-based LPC with ten lattice-matched sub-LPCs, capable of generating output
voltages greater than 4–5 V [19]. Moving into 2023, Simon Fafard and his team developed a
vertical multi-junction LPC. Their research suggests that these semiconductor photovoltaic
devices exhibit remarkable tolerance to beam non-uniformity, localized illumination, and
beam displacement variations [20]. However, research on the audio signal transmission
of photovoltaic devices remains primarily focused on using standard photovoltaic panels.
Due to limitations in receiving distance and optical fiber capacity, these standard cells fall
short in meeting the demands of long-distance signal transmission. With a lack of research
on LPC audio transmission performance and no relevant simulation work available, our
team employed the system we developed to explore various LPC structures. We conducted
tests to evaluate their electrical performance and audio transmission capabilities within
the audio system, aiming to identify the LPC structure best suited for audio transmission
within this specific system.

1.2. System Introduction

In 2015, L. Ma, K. Tsujikawa, N. Hanzawa, and their team conducted research on
the optical power delivery (OPD) limits of standard single-mode optical fibers (SMFs) at
a wavelength of 1550 nm. The study revealed that optical fiber transmission losses and
the nonlinear effects of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) were intrinsic limiting factors
affecting the optical output of SMFs [21]. In 2020, H. Helmers, C. Armbruster, and their
colleagues developed a fiber-based optical power delivery system capable of providing a
continuous power output of up to 6.2 W under common voltages of 3.3 V and 5 V [22]. The
following year, in 2021, M. Matsuura, H. Nomoto, and their team enhanced the transmission
power of optical power delivery (PoF) links using double-clad optical fibers. They improved
the link design to extract higher feeding power from double-clad optical fiber outputs [23].
Building on these advancements, in 2022, E. P. Putra, R. Theivindran, and H. Hasnul
proposed the use of optical fibers as a transmission medium for power distribution instead
of copper wires, considering recent developments in Power over Fiber (PoF) technology.
Research indicates that PoF technology has gained significant momentum over the past
decade [24]. Based on these developments, we have designed an audio transmission
system. Figure 1 illustrates the system for transmitting analog audio signals over a 25 km
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single-mode optical fiber (SMF). This audio transmission system primarily consists of a
transmitter, a receiver, and the SMF connecting two stations. At the transmitter end, the
audio signal is initially converted from a microphone into a low-level alternating current
(AC) signal, with the microphone’s peak voltage at just 10 mV. This signal is then amplified
by a phase-locked amplifier with a 30× gain. The amplified electrical signal passes through
a bandpass filter (20 Hz to 8 kHz) and is driven by a 200 mA current into the DFB-LD’s
drive current. This enables the direct modulation of the analog electronic signal, achieving
a modulation depth of 78.9%. The DFB-LD emits optical power of 40 mW (16 dBm). The
modulated optical power beams are combined via a dense wavelength-division multiplexer
(DWDM) with 100 GHz channel spacing and transmitted through a 25 km SMF. The SMF
used is a commercial optical fiber with a core diameter of 9 µm, optimized for minimal
power loss during audio signal transmission. After 25 km of SMF transmission, the signal
is input into the receiving circuit. The receiving circuit comprises a Laser Power Converter
(LPC) and an AC/DC separation circuit. The LPC is responsible for converting the optical
signal into an electrical signal. The separation circuit consists of two parallel branches. In
the first branch, an inductor and resistor are connected in series to extract the direct current
portion of the signal, which subsequently powers an electroacoustic transducer. In the
second branch, a capacitor and resistor are used to separate the alternating current part of
the signal, further converting it into an audio signal.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the transmission structure of the system. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the transmission structure of the system.

We use optical fiber as the transmission medium for our system, and signal transmis-
sion in optical fiber incurs losses due to factors like wavelength and distance.

In our signal transmission process, we utilize a laser with a specific wavelength
as the light source for carrying the signal. To minimize losses and enhance conversion
efficiency, we opt for photovoltaic laser-power converters (PV LPCs) designed for single-
wavelength lasers, in contrast to solar cells that capture a broad spectrum of light [25].
We employ optical fibers to transmit the signal between the laser and the photovoltaic
cell. These optical fibers, commonly made from quartz, function across different laser
wavelengths and align with specific loss windows. The most favorable loss windows
for optical fibers are at 0.85 µm, 1.31 µm, and 1.55 µm. Generally, optical fiber losses
decrease as the wavelength increases. At 0.85 µm, losses are around 2.5 dB/km, while
at 1.31 µm, they reduce significantly to approximately 0.35 dB/km. The lowest loss is
achieved at 1.55 µm, where it is just 0.20 dB/km [26]. Losses tend to rise for wavelengths
beyond 1.65 µm. Therefore, our system employs a laser with a 1.55 µm wavelength, paired
with a photovoltaic cell of the corresponding wavelength, to facilitate long-distance signal
transmission with minimal loss. An ideal material for developing LPCs suitable for this
wavelength is InGaAs lattice matched to an InP substrate.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Structure of the InGaAs LPC

The single-junction InGaAs LPC, illustrated in Figure 2, comprises lightly doped
(Figure 2a) and heavily doped (Figure 2b) n-InGaAs layers. In the lightly doped n-InGaAs
layers, the high doping level of the P-type layer results in a short diffusion length, which
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limits the collection efficiency for minority carriers. As a result, the N-type laser layer
absorbs a significant portion of the laser. In contrast, in heavily doped n-InGaAs layers, the
majority of the photocurrent is absorbed within the thick lightly doped P-type layer.
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Building upon the conventional InGaAs LPC, we created a vertically structured LPC
composed of six sub-cells using InGaAs/InP material to enhance the LPC’s electrical char-
acteristics. We then compared its audio transmission capabilities with a single-junction LPC.
Each sub-cell includes an N-type window (with a doping concentration of 6 × 1018/cm−3),
an N-type emitter layer (doping concentration of 1 × 1018/cm−3), a P-type base layer (dop-
ing concentration of 5 × 1017/cm−3), and a P-type back surface field (BSF) layer (doping
concentration of 2.5 × 1018/cm−3). To achieve optimized electrical characteristics in the
multi-junction LPC, each sub-cell was engineered to produce the same photocurrent for
current matching, and the reduction in light intensity between the semiconductors adhered
to the Beer–Lambert law [27].

I = I0 exp(−ad) (1)

Therefore, in order to achieve current matching, the thickness of each sub-cell should
increase from the surface towards the substrate [28–30]. The corresponding thickness of
each sub-cell can be calculated using Equation (2):

f
N

= exp(−a
n−1

∑
m−1

dm)× [1 − exp(−adn)] (2)

The calculated lengths of each sub-cell are as follows: 147 nm, 180 nm, 210 nm, 327 nm,
559 nm, and 2555 nm. Except for the InP/InP tunnel junction layer, all other layers are
doped with either N-type silicon or P-type zinc. To achieve better LPC performance, a
highly doped window layer with a thickness of 1.5 µm is grown on top of the converter. On
the window layer, a 300 nm thick N-type cap layer is grown to minimize contact resistance
and serve as an ohmic contact. The LPC chip has a thickness of 150 µm, and its optimal
absorption wavelength is approximately 1520–1530 nm. The LPC structure is shown in
Figure 3a. The output voltage of the entire LPC is the sum of the output voltages of the
individual sub-LPCs, and the output current is limited by the sub-LPC with the smallest
current output. Since the LPC does not require the preparation of isolation cells, it avoids
the loss of the active region, resulting in higher voltage output performance.
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However, in our system, driving the headphones requires only a very low voltage.
The final audio output from the headphone speaker depends on the intensity of the AC
current it receives. The greater the intensity of the AC current, the larger the amplitude
and volume of diaphragm vibration. In response to this requirement, we developed a
laterally structured InGaAs LPC, as shown in Figure 3b. Lateral junctions and conventional
vertical junctions serve different functions. A conventional vertical junction increases the
photovoltage while keeping the photocurrent constant, whereas a lateral junction increases
the photocurrent while keeping the photovoltage constant.

To test the maximum conversion efficiency of the LPC, a 1510 nm butterfly multi-mode
PUMP laser (FOL1437) was used as the light source to provide sufficient incident light for
testing the prepared LPCs. Figure 4 illustrates the P–V (power–voltage) and I–V (current–
voltage) characteristic curves of the four LPCs when exposed to an input optical power of
550 mW. The multi-junction LPC achieves a remarkable maximum conversion efficiency
of up to 33.8%. As depicted in the figure, it is evident that under identical conditions, the
vertically structured multi-junction LPC operates with a high open-circuit voltage, while
the laterally structured multi-junction LPC excels in the short-circuit current state.

We conducted additional tests to assess the conversion efficiency of these LPCs at
various incident optical power levels, as depicted in Figure 5. With an increase in the
incident optical power from 1 mW to 500 mW, the LPCs’ conversion efficiency displayed
a pattern of initially rising and subsequently declining. This behavior primarily results
from the temperature elevation in the LPC due to high-intensity illumination, resulting in
nonlinear variations in both the light-generated current and the LPC’s reverse saturation
current with temperature.
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Figure 4. P–I–V curves of the four LPCs at 550 mW: (a) lightly doped n-InGaAs layers LPC, (b) heavily
doped n-InGaAs layers, (c) vertically structured multi-junction LPC, (d) laterally structured multi-
junction LPC.
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Figure 4. P–I–V curves of the four LPCs at 550 mW: (a) lightly doped n-InGaAs layers LPC, (b) 
heavily doped n-InGaAs layers, (c) vertically structured multi-junction LPC, (d) laterally struc-
tured multi-junction LPC. 
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2.2. Audio Test System

We conducted a comparative assessment of the audio transmission capabilities of
the LPC structures under typical system operating conditions. To ensure a stable testing
environment, all experiments were meticulously carried out within a controlled low-noise
anechoic chamber, effectively isolating external noise interference. Within this controlled
environment, we rigorously evaluated the quality of audio signals transmitted through
various LPC structures. The LPC-connected headphones underwent comprehensive testing,
including measurements of total harmonic distortion (THD), output power (AOP), and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The audio system utilized the Genelec 8040 B, generating a
sinusoidal wave with a 1 kHz frequency and sound pressure levels ranging from 40 dBSPL
to 120 dBSPL as the analog signal input. Following a 25 km optical fiber transmission, the
audio output from the headphones was meticulously analyzed using a professional audio
precision analyzer (ABTECA2) to assess THD, AOP, and SNR. The headphones featured an
impedance of 150 ohms and a sensitivity of 111 dB/mW. Through these comprehensive
tests, we gained valuable insights into the electrical and audio characteristics of different
LPC structures and their performance in audio transmission. The controlled testing en-
vironment provided the necessary precision for accurate evaluations while minimizing
external disturbances.

Our audio testing system, as depicted in Figure 6, consists of the Genelec 8040 B audio
system. It generates a sinusoidal wave with a 1 kHz frequency and sound pressure levels
ranging from 40 dBSPL to 120 dBSPL, serving as the analog signal input for the entire
system. This signal originates at the microphone receiver end of the primary unit. Following
a 25 km optical fiber transmission, it is directed to the LPC within the system. The LPC is
connected to headphones, and the resultant output signal undergoes meticulous analysis
using the professional audio precision analyzer (AB-TECA2). This analysis includes the
measurement of parameters such as loudness, total harmonic distortion (THD), output
power (AOP), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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3. Results

We conducted comprehensive tests on different LPC structures to evaluate their
electrical and audio characteristics and assess their performance in audio transmission.
Using a photovoltaic cell model, we measured important factors such as Voc (open-circuit
voltage), Isc (short-circuit current), FF (fill factor), and conversion efficiency of the LPC.
Additionally, we compared the audio transmission capabilities of the LPC structures under
system operating conditions. To ensure a stable testing environment, all experiments were
performed within a controlled low-noise anechoic chamber that effectively isolated external
noise interference. Within this environment, we evaluated the quality of audio signals
transmitted through various LPC structures. LPC-connected headphones were subjected to
comprehensive tests, including measurements of total harmonic distortion (THD), output
power (AOP), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The headphones had an impedance of
150 ohms and a sensitivity of 111 dB/mW. Through these comprehensive tests, we gained
valuable insights into the electrical and audio characteristics of different LPC structures
and their performance in audio transmission. The controlled testing environment provided
accurate evaluations while minimizing external disturbances.

3.1. Power Transmission Performance

The optical signals output by the system are converted into electrical power on the LPC.
To test the power output condition of the LPC, we used a parameter analyzer (Keithley
4200A-SCS) to measure the output after a 25 km SMF transmission. Due to the long
transmission distance, the 40 mW (16 dBm) laser emitted was reduced to only 6 mW
(7.7 dBm) when received by the LPC, considering losses from transmission, connection,
and reflection. Because of the weak optical power, the LPC was not operating at its optimal
conversion efficiency state under these low-light conditions.

The PV and impedance curves of the four LPCs under these conditions are depicted in
Figure 7. However, LPCs developed in this study still exhibited higher conversion efficiency
than most traditional LPCs under such low-light conditions. To compare the impact of LPC
impedance on its audio transmission quality, we tested the impedance of the four LPCs
under the system’s operating light intensity. The vertically structured multi-junction LPC,
due to its series structure, significantly increased its impedance, reaching 1687.5112 ohms
at the maximum power point. On the other hand, the laterally structured multi-junction
LPC’s design allowed it to have lower impedance, with an LPC impedance of 33.8158 ohms
at the maximum power point.

3.2. Audio Signal Transmission Performance

Signal transmission may experience nonlinear distortion due to factors such as fiber
loss and fiber stress. To control the effects of these variables, audio tests were performed
using standardized 25 km single-mode fiber transmission. Therefore, in experiments, the
loudness, total harmonic distortion (THD), and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of audio signals
output by different single-junction LPCs under the same transmission conditions were
tested to evaluate the transmission performance. The noise power level in this audio system
remains stable at a fixed transmission distance and input frequency.

The audio loudness performance of the four LPCs under 25 km SMF transmission is
depicted in Figure 8. The results show that there is minimal difference in audio loudness
transmission capability between the two single-junction LPCs and the vertically structured
multi-junction LPC, with the single-junction LPC even slightly outperforming the vertically
structured multi-junction LPC. The single-junction LPC achieves a peak audio loudness
output of 9.4 mVrms. In contrast, the laterally structured multi-junction LPC exhibits
excellent audio loudness transmission capacity, reaching a maximum audio loudness
output of 12.8 mVrms. This performance is attributed to the high output short-circuit
current and low impedance of this LPC structure.
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Figure 7. P–R–V curves of the four LPCs at 7.7 dBm: (a) lightly doped n-InGaAs layers LPC, (b) 
heavily doped n-InGaAs layers, (c) vertically structured multi-junction InGaAs LPC, (d) laterally 
structured multi-junction InGaAs LPC. 
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Figure 8. The audio loudness of the four LPCs under 25 km SMF transmission.
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Various factors can influence the ultimate output signal in optical fiber systems. While
it is challenging to optimize every single factor, our research has concentrated on maintain-
ing the consistency of optical fiber output when different LPCs input signals. The research
team has diligently worked toward this goal. We have assessed audio transmission effi-
ciency by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and total harmonic distortion (THD) of
the output audio signals across various input sound pressure levels.

As depicted in Figure 9a, when the input sound pressure is low, LPCs with weaker
output signals exhibit a lower SNR due to a higher proportion of electrical noise. In this
context, a laterally structured multi-junction LPC, maintaining higher signal strength, re-
tains an advantage. THD measures harmonic distortion in the transmitted signal compared
to the original signal. A lower THD indicates reduced distortion, improved signal trans-
mission performance, and an enhanced audio experience. The sound pressure level at
which THD distortion reaches 10% defines the Acoustic Output Power (AOP) of the device,
representing the maximum sound pressure level the system can handle without significant
distortion. Exceeding this sound pressure level results in substantial distortion.
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Figure 9. (a) Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the four LPCs’ output audio signals, and (b) total harmonic
distortion (THD) of the four LPCs’ output audio signals.

As depicted in Figure 9b, for two single-junction LPCs and the vertically structured
multi-junction LPC, the THD values for analog audio output consistently remain below 3%
for input sound pressures ranging from approximately 40 dBSPL to 85 dBSPL, indicating
very low distortion levels. As the input sound pressure gradually increases, the signal
intensity in the optical fiber and nonlinear effects also increase, leading to a gradual rise
in the proportion of harmonic components in the audio signal, resulting in an increase
in THD values. The AOP point is reached at around 90 dBSPL. In contrast, the laterally
structured multi-junction LPC, when compared to other LPCs, exhibits a lower AOP point
because the high signal strength of the laterally structured multi-junction LPC generates
more harmonic components during the transmission process. In this regard, the laterally
structured multi-junction LPC does not maintain an advantage.

However, considering the system’s operating environment, wherein the system satu-
rates at 95 dBSPL, the disadvantage of the lower AOP point does not significantly impact
the system’s application of the laterally structured multi-junction LPC in most cases.
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4. Discussion

Through our testing, we have found that the application of the developed laterally
structured multi-junction LPC maximizes the system’s audio conversion capabilities. We
conducted tests on various LPC structures, excluding the impact of conversion efficiency,
fill factor, and other factors on audio signal transmission. As an example, we evaluated
the influence of open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current values for each LPC on
audio transmission, using an input sound pressure level (SPL) of 60 dBSPL. As shown in
Figure 10, the two axes on the plane represent the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit
current of the LPC under these operating conditions, and the vertical axis represents the
LPC’s audio loudness output under these conditions. From the figure, it can be observed
that under the same test conditions, the audio output level of the single-junction LPC
ranges from approximately 2 to 5 mVrms. When using a vertically structured multi-
junction LPC, the audio output level ranges from about 4 to 5 mVrms. At the same time,
using a laterally structured multi-junction LPC can produce audio output levels ranging
from 9.5 to 12.5 mVrms.
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The data show that in the testing of single-junction LPCs, as the electrical characteris-
tics of the LPCs improve, their audio transmission capabilities also increase correspondingly.
However, comparative tests of multi-junction LPCs have shown that through vertical con-
nection, the audio transmission capabilities of LPCs are, in fact, reduced. This can be
attributed to the following reasons: First, when using vertically structured multi-junction
LPCs, audio signals do not undergo the same enhancement as electrical power. The in-
creased impedance of multi-junction LPCs actually amplifies the transmission losses of
audio signals. Second, just as the short-circuit current of multi-junction LPCs is limited by
its weakest junction, when audio signals are input into multi-junction LPCs, the poorest
electrical characteristics of one junction restrict the output audio performance.

Based on the above conclusions, we hypothesized and developed laterally structured
multi-junction LPCs to optimize the system’s audio transmission capabilities. The char-
acteristics of this LPC structure, including high short-circuit current and low impedance,
significantly enhance audio signal loudness and SNR during transmission, although the
upper limit for audio distortion has decreased somewhat.
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5. Conclusions

This paper is based on the development of a remote, low-power communication
system and investigates the impact of LPCs, which are important components for power
and signal transmission, on the audio transmission quality of such systems. In line
with the wavelength used in the system, we chose InGaAs material to fabricate LPCs
and explored key factors influencing audio transmission quality by modifying LPC
internal doping composition, the number of LPC junctions, and the connection method
of multi-junction LPCs.

The investigation revealed that the short-circuit current and impedance magnitude of
LPCs are crucial factors affecting audio transmission quality. Conventional single-junction
LPCs exhibit consistent audio transmission capabilities with little variation in quality. In
contrast, when using vertical connection in multi-junction LPCs, while the open-circuit
voltage increases, it also raises the impedance, limiting the short-circuit current and leading
to a decrease in output audio quality.

To address this phenomenon, we developed vertically structured multi-junction LPCs,
which increase the short-circuit current and reduce LPC impedance. While this approach
lowers the upper limit of audio distortion during transmission, it significantly enhances
audio loudness and SNR in the output audio. This research has pioneered the discovery
of the impacts of LPCs with different structures on audio signal transmission, and we
have successfully fabricated the most suitable LPC structure for system audio transmission,
validating its effectiveness. This finding can also be applied to other systems using fiber-
optic LPCs for audio signal transmission, providing valuable insights for improving audio
quality in such systems.
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